
Unique Tread Blocks with Wide 
Center Sipes
Increase off-road traction.
Open Scalloped Hump Tread
Offers superior trackingon off-road 
surfaces; situated between block 
slots to drain water rapidly as well 
as throwaway traped rocks, mud 
and other foreign material
Deep Tread Design
Allows strong hold on ground 
surfaces and maintains grip on 
loose surfaces.

: Available in Black Lettering, Outline White Lettering & Outline Orange Lettering
: Available in White Line Sidewall (WLW)
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Effectively expel water and mud to prevent 
hydroplaning

Create edge biting effect and providing 
excellent traction

Prevents tread irregular wear and avoids 
scalloping

Semi-block Rib with Diagonal Grove

Semi-block Rib with Zigzag Sipes

Small Reinforcement Rib

Outlined Tread Blocks
Increase traction when driving through extreme 
terrain such as dirt, sand, and snow.

The Gap Between Block Grooves
Provide additional grip on off-road.



Designed to get better
stability while cornering 
and reduce noise

NPM sidewall is specially designed 
with elastic reinforcer, not easy to 
heat, can maintain tire shape and 
hold vehicle weight in zero pressure 
condition

Effectively drains water 
to keep the tire grip on 
the wet road surface.

Bead construction is specially 
designed to keep the tire fixed 
on the rim even under zero 
pressure condition

Provide stability on a straight
road and facilitate handling

Open Primary Block Tread
Big tread block with unique tread arrangement 
ensures a maximum tread contact area and 
provide maximum traction on slippery terrains 
such as rock, clay, and loose sand.

Aggressive Sidewall
Enhancing side bite traction on extreme 
off-road terrain. 

Secondary Tread Block and 
Diamond Shaped Tread Sisewall
Work together to give extra traction, enhances 
mud digging as well as a self-cleaning capability.

Attractive Tread
Specifically designed to have an attractive wide cross-section, gives a 
longer service life, and provides superior traction in all-terrain.

Multiple Edge Block
Gives an aggressive impression, low noise, ensures safety, and a 
comfortable adventure. It also resists retention and slips on rocks.

Dynamic Wide Grooves
Maximizing mudflow easily, the model is actively designed to 
maximize bites on road surfaces under various conditions


